
What is YouTube Kids?

YouTube Kids is a free app which filters age-
appropriate content from the main YouTube 
site. As YouTube is rated 13+, the Kids version was 
created to give children a safer space to watch 
their favourite videos – which also does more to 
protect their privacy.

How is it different to YouTube?

The biggest differences are data protection and 
tighter parental controls.

Settings include blocking the search function 
and a timer that limits screen time. You can 
also block and report videos that you think are 
inappropriate. With no commenting and chat, 
your child also cannot talk to other users.

The app does not collect personal data – like 
names, contact details or addresses. It does track 
what your child watches, but you can also turn 
this option off by pausing or clearing search 
history in the settings.

What do you see on YouTube Kids?

What a child sees depends on their age – but as 
long as content is family-friendly, it is OK. The app 
filters curated content by age: 4 years and under; 
5-7 years; and 8-12 years. Alternatively, you can 
approve content yourself.

Videos include anything from nursery rhymes  
and cartoons to toy reviews, music videos, sports 
and vloggers.

What should I know?

YouTube Kids uses an algorithm based on your 
child’s viewing history. Creators have been 
known to sidestep this by using child-oriented 
search terms – potentially exposing children to 
unsuitable content.

Some videos also carry advertising clips – but 
they must comply with YouTube Kids’ advertising 
guidelines.

What else can I do?

While it does provide security that a child is 
much less likely to see something that may upset 
them, there is a small risk that inappropriate 
content will slip through – so make sure you’re 
familiarised with the blocking and reporting 
functions.

The app can be hard to switch off, so it’s worth 
exploring screen time limits and deciding  
what’s reasonable.

More Info
Read Parent Zone’s full parent guide  

to YouTube Kids

Listen to Parent Zone’s Tech Shock 
Podcast: can the government stop 

online harms?

YouTube 
Kids
Parent Guide

Everything you need to 
know about YouTube’s 
younger sibling

Age Rating: under 13  
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